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Abstract: Through thousands of engagements with leading 


organizations, Optiv has identified six essential forces that 


come into play when building a secure environment. These 


forces, both internal and external, have significant impact 


on security strategy. Awareness and monitoring of these 


forces is essential to reducing risk, responding to change and 


anticipating threats. Optiv’s Six Forces of Security Strategy 


can guide you as you consider the relative weighting of these 


forces and their influence on your security journey. CISOs 


should embrace Optiv’s Six Forces of Security Strategy; and 


CIOs, CEOs and boards should ask their CISOs to do so if they 


haven’t already. 
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Executive Summary


As a security leader, each and every day you use your limited resources 


to skillfully navigate a changing threat landscape and a myriad of 


organizational requirements. Charting a successful course means aligning 


operational excellence and security priorities, and meeting overarching 


business objectives. That requires people, processes and technology. But, it 


also requires a solid understanding of the strategic forces that impact your 


organization, and the ability to use that essential information to help you 


create a successful security strategy. 


Through Optiv’s work with thousands of clients, we’ve identified six main 


internal and external strategic forces that impact the security of every 


organization to varying degrees. We call them Optiv’s Six Forces of Security 


Strategy:


1. Business Strategy 


2.  Information Technology (IT) Organization, Systems   
and Infrastructure


3. Organizational Culture


4. Adversaries and Threats


5. Government and Industry Regulations


6. Global Social and Political Forces 


This white paper will help you understand Optiv’s Six Forces of Security 


Strategy. It will provide you with the baseline information you need to 


assess the relevance and impact of each force on your organization. And, it 


will enable you to create a security strategy that more effectively manages 


risk, maximizes capital effectiveness, and empowers your organization to 


pursue business advantages. 
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Why Six Forces?


Today’s most effective security leaders know how to couple tactics and 


strategy, and formulate a cohesive vision that is in-line with corporate 


culture and business objectives. However, the majority of security leaders 


are still assessing their program postures with some form of standardized 


risk assessment – looking at their organizations’ controls and the maturity of 


their security services against standard frameworks. 


Whether you’re in the first or second category, you can significantly improve 


your organization’s security success by addressing the main pressures, or 


forces, that drive a highly effective information security program strategy. 


Optiv has identified six of them. These are naturally occurring forces that 


impact every security organization regardless of size, complexity, industry 


sector or location.


Optiv’s Six Forces of Security Strategy helps you better understand your 


environment, enabling you to implement strategic and tactical security 


measures as part of a security program approach. Considering these forces 


gives you the insight you need to make better and more business-aligned 


decisions regarding risk, budgetary spending and the assigning of critical 


resources. 
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Force 1: Business Strategy


Attempting to develop a security strategy without fully understanding the 


direction of the business is similar to navigating through a forest without a 


compass: You may eventually arrive somewhere, though likely not the desired 


destination, or even more likely, you will arrive with a number of unnecessary 


cuts and bruises. For this reason, understanding the business strategy of an 


organization is a necessary precondition of creating a highly effective security 


strategy. 


Whether executives are focused on growing or streamlining the business, each 


carries complexities that are far different from one another. Here are three 


common business goals.


1.  Expansion through mergers and acquisition (M&A) – when acquiring and/


or integrating a company, you’ve got to apply as much scrutiny to your 


target’s level of information security risk as you apply to all other aspects 


of their business. Some acquiring companies don’t take this as seriously 


as they should, and end up buying security headaches. When working on 


a merger or acquisition, you need to carefully assess historic breaches; 


future threats; information security policies; and existing and future 


data – where it comes from, where it’s held, how important it is, how it’s 


segmented, who has access, and how it’s protected. With M&A growth – 


both on the acquiring and acquired sides – some employees will invariably 


worry about their current positions and the future, which often leads to 


increased insider threat.


2.  Foreign expansion – often means understanding the local economy, 


customs, regulatory requirements and threats. A security strategy that 


works well in the U.S. may be wholly inadequate in nation-states prone to 


spying or other forms of regionalized threats. 


3.  Cost-cutting – whether in the form of layoffs or “doing more with less,” 


reductions in security budgets can lead to increased risk resulting from 


things like unpatched systems, lax system maintenance, and over-taxed 


staff, among other items.


4.  Organic growth – increased competition to gain market share also 


increases insider threat, industrial espionage, and the need to provide 


customers with positive experiences.  As a result, the necessity for 


transparent security practices also rises.


Small- to medium-sized businesses (SMBs) are not alone in overlooking strategy. 


The complexity of large enterprises often includes multiple business lines that 


have their own business strategy, culture, economics and markets. You must 


consider each of these business units when developing the overall security 


strategy, which requires flexibility in the security program to meet the individual 


needs of the business units.


To understand the impact of 
Business  Strategy, ask:


›  What is your organization’s 


business strategy? How can your 


security strategy support that 


mission?


›  What are your organization’s most 


critical assets?


›  Is your organization growing or 


consolidating? 


›  How resilient is your organization 


to an attack or incident that affects 


operations?


›  Do you have a clear understanding 


of the business strategy?


›  What is your go-to-market 


strategy?


›  Do you have any M&A activity 


underway or planned?


›  What drives the value in your 


company (customers, IP, brand, 


partners)?


›  What are the critical assets that 


you need to protect for your 


business to sustain its market 


share and growth?


›  Are you planning to move business 


operations to high risk countries?


›  Is your business making changes 


that will increase the overall risk 


profile (e.g. reorganization,  


re-branding, etc.)?


Force 1:
Business Strategy
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Force 2: IT Organization, Systems and 
Infrastructure


The management and operation of a business’s information technology systems, 


infrastructure and resources can have a significant impact on security strategy. 


From outsourcing business processes to the utilization of cloud computing to the 


influx of mobile devices within the corporate perimeter, the constantly evolving 


use of technology is affecting the way organizations approach security.


In order to develop an aligned security program you’ve got to understand the 


level and maturity of IT resources. A certain level of available resources is 


required to implement security technologies. And, understanding the maturity of 


your organization helps you determine how much diligence is needed to ensure 


that your IT environment is properly controlled and monitored. Maturity is also 


a key factor for many organizations when deciding whether or not to outsource 


parts of the information infrastructure, determining how to best manage an 


increasingly diverse device ecosystem, and responding to big data demands as 


well as other trends that dramatically change the way such infrastructure is 


managed and secured. 


As more organizations embrace the various advances in technology, new services 


and delivery models, and other innovations, it’s important to consider the 


differing impacts on security requirements. Here are some trends that are top of 


mind for our clients globally:


•  Software-as-a-service (SaaS) requires a different security strategy than a 


full migration to an infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) cloud model. 


•  Bring your own device (BYOD) offers cost-shifting benefits, but has created 


new challenges for device management and security. Getting the balance 


right has proven difficult because organizations still have more work to 


do to ensure that the Internet of Things (IoT) doesn’t introduce greater, 


unanticipated risks.


•   Organizations struggle with data management policies, and that struggle 


is heightened with the push towards big data.  As organizations 


increasingly create large, distributed data stores and work to derive insight 


through data analytics, these difficulties will continue to push security 


and business policies in new ways. 


•  Migrating IT security functions to managed service providers or the 


cloud can result in reduced costs and increased access to expertise on 


demand. Understanding the complexities of the security puzzle, however, 


is a challenge and many organizations fail to focus on a concerted due 


diligence effort to uncover hidden risks. 


Managing information technology and IT security functions requires that your 


organization has a strategy to monitor internal and external business processes. 


To understand the impact of 
IT Organization, Systems and 
Infrastructure, ask:


›  Is a particular IT function a strategic 


asset to the business? If not, will you 


consider outsourcing it?


›  What level of visibility and 


transparency does my company have 


into IT operations?


›  To what degree are my company’s 


business processes impacted by 


current IT trends such as BYOD, big 


data, IoT and the adoption of cloud 


computing paradigms?


›  How strategic is IT to your business? 


Does your CIO have a seat at the 


table with your company's other 


senior executives?


›  How much of IT is shadow IT or 


cloud (IaaS/SaaS)? How much of 


your IT is outsourced?


›  What is the relationship between 


your CISO and IT? Does security 


report into IT or are they peers? 


Do they have a good working 


relationship? What are the lines of 


demarcation?


›   Is your IT organization reactive or 


proactive?


› How mature is your IT organization?


Force 2:
IT Organization, Systems 
and Infrastructure
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All of your systems and services should be enterprise-ready and give you the 


level of transparency and granularity that you require. Any outsourced services 


should provide visibility into resource utilization and incident monitoring to 


help detect potential security incidents. 


Aligning security strategy with IT management and functions allows you 


to ensure that your security organization and capabilities can support the 


enterprise’s IT evolution from legacy internal infrastructure to the build, buy or 


outsource considerations of the future.


Force 3: Organizational Culture


An organization’s culture can significantly contribute to the success or failure 


of its security program. The two must therefore be aligned.  Understanding 


your executive team’s appetite for taking risks and restricting the free flow of 


information, and gaining perspective into their view of how security should be 


perceived by the staff impacts overall strategy.  There needs to be accountability 


for security across your organization from executives to individual contributors. 


If your organization is risk adverse then a more restrictive security strategy is 


appropriate. 


As a security leader, understanding organizational bias is critical to developing 


the right security strategy. You should interview and evangelize to your 


organization’s top leadership. Does your organization aim for disruptive 


innovation or avoid market risks?  How comfortable are your executives with 


technology?  Technologically savvy executives – such as those at startups – will 


act as security enablers, while those managers who do not fully comprehend 


security may inhibit security efforts.


Similarly, other employees can be a security strength or weakness. Workers 


are often the first to notice an anomaly that could be indicative of a successful 


attack. However, users are also widely disparaged as the weak link in security. 


How your organization treats and empowers its users will have a tremendous 


impact on which security strategies are effective in your organization.


As a security leader, you should always be in tune with your organization’s 


culture so that you can make sure that it aligns with your executives’ view.


To understand the impact of 
Organizational Culture, ask:


›  Is your organization agile or static? 


›  Do executives support security or do 


you need to market to them?


›  Are your employees receiving enough 


training in security processes and the 


importance of security?


›  Is your culture creative, collegial and 


risk-taking or a hierarchical, process 


oriented, well-oiled machine?


›   Is security everyone's job in the 


company? Do employees know the 


impact to your company if valued 


assets are compromised?


›    How quickly does your organization  


accept change?


›  Is your culture risk adverse or risk 


tolerant?


›   Does your organizations' culture 


support alerting security if 


employees notice something 


suspicious?


Force 3: 
Organizational Culture


The Impact of Corporate Culture Can Vary By Organization and By Vertical 


Many hospitals have open cultures that allow them to quickly respond to emergency 
situations, but medical personnel are more interested in access than in data security. 
Injecting security into such an open-access model in the wrong way can be very difficult 
and potentially endanger lives. Cultures that require the free flow of information – such as 
hospitals, engineering companies, educational institutions and start-ups – need to adopt 
security strategies that allow more transparency while still reducing risks.
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Force 4: Adversaries and Threats 


Threats faced by organizations vary greatly by industry sector and are 


advancing every day. A recent study indicates that about two-thirds of 


companies expect cyber threats to their business to worsen 1.  How do you 


effectively respond to these advancing threats? Shift your mindset: thinking like 


an attacker and understanding their process provides valuable perspective to 


help you harden your defenses and streamline your security investments. This 


technique is called threat modeling or kill chain analysis.


Threat Modeling


Picture your organization’s most important assets, which may include customer 


credit card information, trade secrets or sensitive internal email. Protections 


such as firewalls are likely already in place, but are they enough? When a 


burglar tries to rob a house, they aren’t deterred if the front door is locked. 


Similarly, once a hacker hits a firewall, they will simply find another way in. 


Threat actors use their own attack steps, which can be dissected and often 


anticipated by critically examining the ways in which the attacker may try to 


access your information. Figure out your top threat actor processes ahead of 


time, and your team may be able to prevent attacks by shutting down links in 


the attack process. 


The threat modeling approach is widely recognized as prudent, however too few 


organizations use this method today. That’s because many organizations are 


busy reacting to security issues, or need more resources to comprehensively test 


their systems against every potential threat.  Shifting from setting up protection 


against attacks on all assets, towards using threat modeling to focus on the 


most important ones allows you to apply your understanding of common attack 


strategies and adversaries’ tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs). As a result, 


you can implement defense strategies that more readily maximize security 


return on investment (ROI).   


Advanced Threat Lifecycle/Pattern


1  http://security.radware.com/uploadedFiles/Resources_and_Content/Attack_Tools/CyberSecurityontheOffense.pdf 


To understand the impact of 
Adversaries and Threats, ask:


›  What threats typically target your 


company’s industry?


›  Has your security team conducted 


an analysis to determine what the 


threats are?


›  Are your organization’s employees 


receiving enough training in security 


processes and the importance of 


security?


›  What potential impact and risk do 


your third-party suppliers represent? 


Consider how to best mitigate those 


risks.


›  Does your company worry about the 


insider threat?


›  Do you know your threat actors? 


Who are your enemies? Who would 


profit from attacking your company?


Force 4: 
Adversaries and Threats


Organizations need a way to view the 


advanced threat kill chain and actors. 


Break down and understand these 


stages of the attack, and then ask what 


people, process and controls you have at 


each stage. In other words, what is the 


percent likelihood that your defenses 


will work, or the percent likelihood that 


the bad guys will make it to the next 


stage of the attack?


LURERECON LURE EXPLOIT INJECTION C2 MOVEMENT DATA THEFT RESURRECTION


Actors and Motivations:


Malware Lifecycle:
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What about Third-Party Risk?


Many large companies allow third-party vendors to have corporate 
network access to automate key business to business (B2B) processes. 
While a contract may be in place between the third-party vendor and 
company to ensure the vendor has proper security measures in place, 
this might not be enough to safeguard your corporate network and 
systems.  Implementing a robust third-party risk management program 
can help you prevent intrusions. 


Typical External Third-Party Vendor Access


Security leaders should strive at all times to match the threats and their 
capabilities to their responses.


How Do We Evolve with the Threats?


There are two main controls to dealing with threats. 1) The noise to detect – what controls do 
you have in place to improve your chances of detecting the digital noise made by anattacker? 
2) The difficulty of compromise – what controls do you have in place to increase your defense 
or raise the height of the wall? In other words, are you making it harder for bad guys to 
get in, therefore reducing the number of bad guys that access your network? Always ask 
yourself how you are addressing these two main controls and, where these controls intersect 
or get close to intersecting, consider the operating surface of the bad guy and where your 
response and strategic focus should be.


Company Corporate 
Firewall


Company Corporate 
Network


Third-Party Vendor


Noise to 
Detect


Difficulty of 
Compromise


Goal:
Reduce Adversaries’ 
Operating Surface


Reduced Operating Surface


Reduce NTD
•Minimize “Dwell Time”
•Intelligence and Sharing
•Monitoring of Key Data


Increase DOC
•”Secure by Design” Approach
•Internal Compliance
•Continuous Testing and Improvement


Corporate entities continue to 


play a “cat and mouse" game with 


adversaries seeking to attack systems 


and acquire assets. According to a 


study by the RAND Corporation, 


black and gray markets for 


computer hacking tools, services and 


byproducts continue to represent a 


threat to businesses, governments 


and individuals. 


RAND Analyst Lillian Ablon 


describes the current climate: 


“Hacking used to be an activity 


that was mainly carried out by 


individuals working alone, but 


over the last 15 years the world of 


hacking has become more organized 


and reliable. In certain respects, 


cybercrime can be more lucrative 


and easier to carry out than the 


illegal drug trade.”


As an example of how quickly stolen 


assets can be monetized, consider 


the December 2013 breach of the 


retailer, Target. Within days of the 


data hijack that affected nearly 


70 million user accounts – those 


accounts were made available for 


purchase on black market websites. 


This example is hardly a-typical. 


The sophistication of the grey and 


black markets for data are such that 


information that is harvested can 


be sold and resold many times over 


before its value is exhausted. 


(Holt, March 2014)







Force 5: Government and    
Industry Regulations


Government and industry regulations frequently change and impact 
every business sector to varying degrees. Most security professionals 
understand that compliance doesn’t equal security, but the business link 
between budget and compliance too often leaves security organizations 
leaning on regulatory requirements to drive security programs. 
Unfortunately, many security programs that focus on compliance fall 
short of providing a framework for an effective security program.


Let’s look at some regulatory requirements and their security program 
shortfalls:


•  GLBA – requires that organizations protect financial account data, 
but does not address most forms of privacy-related information 
or intellectual capital. GLBA is not as prescriptive as many of 
the other regulations on actions that organizations must take to 
comply with the legislation. 


•  PCI – was designed to protect cardholder data, but was not 
intended to be a complete security framework. Companies are 
spending entire annual IT security budgets on point solutions 
to address specific elements of the Data Security Standard. 
Unfortunately, with all of these requirements and costs, many 
other security program elements are pushed aside, leaving 
much of the company’s sensitive data (not related to cardholder 
information) without a risk-based security posture.


•  HIPAA – protects personal healthcare information (PHI) used 
in a patient’s care and treatment. Similar to PCI, the HIPAA 
regulations focus on PHI and ignore other sensitive information 
that organizations need to protect. HIPAA does support a risk-
based approach to security, and recognizes the fact that smaller 
organizations may not be able to implement the more advanced 
controls. The HIPAA Enforcement Rule, HIPAA “wall of shame”, 
and recent updates to the Omnibus rules provide insight into non-
compliance penalties.


•  Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Section 404 – assesses the effectiveness of 
internal controls around financial information, but beyond this 
scope, the security environment is largely ignored. SOX was the 
first legislation to include civil and criminal penalties for non-
compliance.


•  Country Privacy Laws - privacy laws around the world that 
organizations must consider when designing a security strategy. 


 


To understand the impact of 
Government and Industry 
Regulations, ask:


›  What industry and government 


regulations apply to your 


organization?


›  Can your organization adopt 


a strategy that minimizes the 


scope of the regulations?


›  Can your organization 


implement controls that 


satisfy compliance and security 


functions?


›  Are there changing regulatory 


requirements that will impact 


your organization?


›  Is your business expanding 


into a market that has new 


regulatory requirements?


›   Are there privacy laws that 


govern the use, consent and 


proper disclosure of personal 


information? Do you have a 


chief privacy officer that is 


responsible for compliance of 


the non-IT requirements of the 


regulations?


›   How is your relationship with 


your legal and compliance 


teams? Do you have regular 


meetings with them to discuss 


the requirements of existing 


regulations and the possible 


business impact of new 


regulations?


Force 5: 
Government and 
Industry Regulations
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The EU Data Protection Act has been leading the world on 
governing the use and protection of personal data. Various 
countries around the globe have implemented privacy laws that 
protect the use, consent and disclosure of personal data. Many 
of these laws protect citizens regardless of whether or not your 
organization conducts business in that country.


Far too many regulations impact security programs than can be covered in 


this white paper. Multinational companies must understand and comply 


with privacy laws within the countries in which they conduct business. 


And, U.S. businesses need to be aware of state and local laws. For example, 


Massachusetts, Nevada and other states have privacy laws that protect  


their citizens.


With all these competing demands, many companies spend incredible 
amounts of money to achieve compliance, focusing on the checklist of 
required controls to avoid fines and reputational stigmas. Unfortunately, 
in addressing the specific goals of a specific regulatory requirement, 
organizations are not focused on implementing a complete and well-
functioning security program. As such, regulatory requirements should 
not be the foundation on which you base your security strategy. They 
should, however, be an ongoing consideration, and a complete security 
program should result in compliance. You must be aware of applicable 
regulations as well as the challenges created through those regulations, 
and constantly keep abreast of new requirements that could impact 
your business and security strategy. Businesses that do not comply with 
regulations run the risk of being investigated and fined, or otherwise 
punished. Effective security leaders consider the information risk to 
their organizations, regardless of the regulatory requirements.


For most enterprises, regulatory compliance should be treated like a risk 
that needs to be mitigated like any other. It should not be viewed as a 
roadmap that a company can follow to improve security. 


At best, regulatory mandates are often a useful tool in persuading senior 
leadership to support security initiatives.  Privacy laws are rapidly 
changing within the United States and around the world. Understanding 
how this force impacts the information security strategy is a must for 
CISOs to be successful.
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Force 6: Global Social and     
Political Forces


Changes in the global geo-political landscape or the global economy 
can have a significant impact on information security strategy. You 
must consider the potential security risks posed by a country’s stability, 
economic outlook or geo-political viewpoint, just as enterprises that 
conduct business internationally must take such political and economic 
factors into account in their planning.


Geopolitical instability is one of the most common risks but there are 
others. Nascent copyright laws, developing international law systems, 
corruption and an unstable business economy can all be considered as 
potential risk factors. Dissent and state-sponsored malicious activity has 
also been proven to lead to outbreaks of cybercrime. 


In other cases, developing nations may turn a blind eye to companies 
that steal data from their political and economic competitors. Any 
company doing significant international business may be confronted 
with government-sanctioned, if not government-sponsored, espionage. 
Successful attacks have targeted diplomatic communications, 
business negotiations and intellectual property – placing any targeted 
organizations at a competitive disadvantage. 


Security strategy needs to account for economic pressures, as the global 
economy can change the behavior of foreign suppliers, which may 
choose to cut costs during locally slow economic periods. Spending on 
security is often a prime area for cost cutting, forcing the supplier – and 
its customer – to accept more risk. Understanding the geo-political and 
economic conditions  not on the markets where the enterprise is selling 
product, but the nations in which its suppliers do business, will result in 
a more business-aligned security strategy.


You should also be aware of unrest and dissidents in other countries. 
Organizations need to gauge the likelihood that they will be a target 
for online protests, whether from a group associating itself with global 
protest movements or a regional activism community. Companies that 
sponsored the Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) 
World Cup 2014, for example, became the targets of digital protesters in 
Brazil and worldwide, who were critical of the enormous costs of the 
games in a country where basic needs are often unmet. 


A good security strategy will seek to identify and mitigate potential 
reputational – and possibly, informational – risks.


To understand the impact of 
Global Social and Political 
Forces, ask:


›  In what other countries do 


your organization’s branch 


offices, customers or suppliers 


reside?


›  Do the countries with 


which your organization 


does business have laws 


that support the security of 


your organization’s data and 


business?


›  Can your organization 


exclude countries that are 


not supportive of modern 


business practices?


›   Is your organization involved 


with or conducting business 


with Nation States?


›   Does your organization 


engage in business that is 


controversial? Are there 


organizations in various 


countries that might target 


your organization?


›  Are you outsourcing the 


development of a new product 


in a country that does not 


support copyright law?


Force 6: 
Global Social and 
Political Forces
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Using the Forces to Formulate a Strategy


Optiv’s Six Forces of Security Strategy provides you with the 
considerations you must take into account when building a security 
strategy. Any strategy should guide business leaders in making decisions 
that align with your organization’s goals. The strategy translates into a 
security program that assesses the security posture, identifies assets and 
gauges the risks. It is essential that you constantly monitor for changes 
in the six forces and adapt your security strategy to promote maximum 
business alignment. 


As a security leader, you should gain support by discussing security in 
the context of helping your organization, not by using fear, uncertainty 
and doubt (FUD). The security practitioner that consistently points to 
the danger and risks inherent in adopting any technology or revamping 
any business practice without offering mitigations or alternatives is 
often ignored. A good way to assess your organization’s security maturity 
is to understand how the organization approaches risks and responds to 
threats. 


Once you’ve completed your security strategy, it is possible to create 
a security program. The program is the roadmap to implementing 
the security strategy and drives the changes in people, process and 
technology to enable the security services. This roadmap includes 
implementation of security technologies and evaluation of their 
performance in attaining the goals identified in the security strategy. 


As a security leader, it’s important that you resist the urge to view risks 
through the lens of available security technologies, and point-in-time 
threats. In some cases, appropriate processes and scope reduction can 
allow your organization to jettison a security technology that otherwise 
may have appeared necessary. You should also focus on building 
communities of like-minded security experts. Such communities can 
share functional practices, identify new threats and aid with incident 
response.
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Conclusion


Far too few enterprise-level organizations have considered, much less 
created, a security strategy. Using Optiv’s Six Forces of Security Strategy 
enables your organization to avoid defaulting to a compliance-driven 
approach to define your security program. Compliance-drive approaches 
have proven ineffective for protecting organizations’ key information 
assets. Yet, such cookie-cutter programs typically lead to a one-size-fits-
all security program based on the most common security technologies 
and not on effective means to reduce risk for the business.


Business studies, such as those by Michael Porter, defined forces of 
competition and sought to find common ground across industries 
where business leaders believed none existed. Optiv’s Six Forces of 
Security Strategy is a vehicle for security leaders to identify the essential 
characteristics of  their business environments and illuminate how those 
characteristics impact the organization’s approach to security. While 
every organization needs to deal with the same six forces, the impact 
of the various forces is unique to each organization and can result in 
dramatically different approaches to security.


In the end, the creation of a security strategy – and its subsequent 
transformation into a security program – is not a single destination 
but a journey. Along this journey, security leaders need to continually 
reevaluate the organization’s strengths, weaknesses and goals, while 
aligning security measures appropriately to foster business growth.
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Executive Summary


Executive Summary


In this era of global economy, ever-changing enterprise risk, cross-organization 
collaboration and online trade, information security has become more of a business 
enabler than ever thought possible. As new and evolving research, standards, tools and 
technologies emerge, enterprises now have the mechanisms to help secure their business 
transactions as well as the underlying infrastructure and information involved. Yet 
enterprises still struggle to keep up with regulatory requirements, economic conditions 
and risk management. The exact role of information security is still not clearly defined 
in many organizations. While some still view information security as a cost center, it 
has been shown that effectively managed information security organizations can be 
instrumental in helping an enterprise meet its business goals by improving efficiency and 
aligning business objectives.


Enterprises too often view information security in isolation:  the perception is that 
security is someone else’s responsibility and there is no collaborative effort to link the 
security program to business goals. It is easy for this compartmentalized approach to 
lead to weaknesses in security management, possibly resulting in serious exposure. 
From a financial perspective, it is possible for this lack of comprehension to result in 
unnecessary expenditure on security and control.  From an operational perspective, 
information security efforts may not achieve the intended business benefit, resulting in 
information at risk.


Some view information security as solely a technical discipline. While IT provides 
tools useful in protecting information, technology alone is not the solution. To protect 
information, enterprises need to establish information security policies that are supported 
by standards, procedures and guidelines. This guidance establishes the direction for the 
information security program and expectations as to how information is to be used, shared, 
transmitted and destroyed.  In many enterprises, technology strategies, policy, process and 
standards are developed without an understanding of how organizational culture impacts 
program effectiveness. Security efforts that fail to consider how humans react to and use 
technology often do not deliver intended benefits. Information security programs need to 
take into account how the organization and its people, processes and technologies interact, 
and how organizational governance, culture, human factors and architectures support or 
hinder the ability of the enterprise to protect information and to manage risk.
 
Information security managers have struggled to create programs that are aligned with 
enterprise goals and priorities, that bring value to the enterprise, and that support the 
ability of management to innovate while controlling risks. Developing an information 
security program and integrating it into business goals, objectives, strategies and 
activities are complicated by the lack of a model that describes what an effective 
information security program encompasses, how it functions, and how it relates to the 
enterprise and the enterprise’s priorities. What is missing is a descriptive model that 
business unit managers and their counterparts in information security can use to talk 
about information security in business, rather than technical, terms.
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In 2008, ISACA entered into a formal agreement with the University of Southern 
California (USA) Marshall School of Business Institute for Critical Information 
Infrastructure Protection to continue the development of its Systemic Security 
Management Model. The Business Model for Information Security takes a business-
oriented approach to managing information security, building on the foundational 
concepts developed by the Institute. It utilizes systems thinking to clarify complex 
relationships within the enterprise, and thus to more effectively manage security.  


The elements and dynamic interconnections that form the basis of the model establish 
the boundaries of an information security program and model how the program functions 
and reacts to internal and external change. The Business Model for Information Security 
provides the context in which frameworks such as Control Objectives for Information 
and related Technology (CobIT®)1 and standards that enterprises currently use to 
structure information security program activities come together. In coming together, they 
form a holistic and dynamic approach to information security that is both predictive and 
proactive as it adapts to changes, considers the organizational culture and delivers value 
to the business.
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1. Setting the Stage


Few would argue that enterprises have increasingly become dependent on IT to facilitate 
business operations. In today’s knowledge-driven economy, information is critical to an 
enterprise’s ability not only to survive, but also to thrive. Experienced business leaders 
know that information deserves at least the same level of protection as any other asset, and 
have made information security managers a common addition to the organization chart. 


However, information security has struggled as a function. Security managers face 
myriad challenges, including changing risk profiles, lack of funding, cultural issues, and 
internal and external threats. Managing information security has never been so critical, 
yet there are very few formal models that help an information security manager do so 
effectively. Of the few models that do exist, even fewer consider how the enterprise 
changes, how the culture adapts, and what may or may not emerge as a result. 


Current models tend to be static and simple, while environments are continuously 
changing. The Business Model for Information Security recognizes that it is a dynamic 
and complex world, and provides a way information security managers can take a 
holistic approach to managing information security while directly addressing business 
objectives. The model also provides a common language for information security and 
business management to talk about information protection.


Current Business and Security Landscape
Information security is continually evolving. Throughout history, the importance of 
information protection has been evident. Cryptography was an early example of a control 
created out of an understanding that information is a valuable asset. The relatively recent 
dependence on computers to facilitate business operations resulted in the development of 
technology-based information security solutions focused on protecting the enterprise’s 
information infrastructures from external threats. However, as business has come to view 
information as a critical asset, and has increasingly come to depend on public networks 
to transport sensitive information, protecting information has become less about 
technology and more about sustainability of the enterprise itself.


The current landscape is riddled with challenges. While external issues such as rapidly 
changing regulatory requirements and continually shifting risks constitute primary 
concerns, they do not stand alone. Internal issues can prove just as thorny.


For example, although security managers and business managers are working toward 
the same goal, they often seem to be speaking a different language. Information security 
managers strive to ensure that their program helps the enterprise meet its organizational 
goals; this can be a difficult task, however, when they are speaking in terms of specific 
threats, risks, controls and technologies while business managers are talking about cost, 
productivity and return on investment (ROI). 
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The complexity of this cross-communication is compounded by the fact that security 
is often defined inconsistently throughout the business. For the financial manager, 
security may equate to minimizing financial risk and loss, while to the sales manager, 
it is ensuring that nothing interferes with sales efforts and achieving targets. The legal 
department sees it as a function of regulatory compliance, while a board member regards 
it as protection from personal liability. To resolve this issue, enterprises must create 
a culture that is supportive of information security. Everyone in the enterprise must 
thoroughly understand their role as it pertains to security management. The Business 
Model for Information Security addresses these issues by defining roles and introducing 
business terms—through systems thinking principles—to create a common language.


Constantly changing organizational risk profiles make enterprise security a fast-moving 
target. Frequently, risks are managed in silos, potentially creating additional risks to 
other areas in the enterprise (treating one risk can often create another, more severe).  
A systems thinking approach can help foster the ability to understand the interactions 
and consequences of addressing a particular situation, thereby avoiding a problem 
greater than the one being addressed. It can also help ensure that departmental isolation 
is reduced so the information security manager gains a better picture of information risk 
and how it relates to overall enterprise risk.


Due in large part to an environment of constant change, information security managers 
spend much of their time reacting. Working in reactive mode limits the security 
manager’s opportunity to take the time necessary to form a holistic view:  to consider the 
interaction of systems, possible root causes and best solutions to problems. 


Instead, security “sore spots” may be treated by applying short-term fixes to symptoms, 
not long-term cures to the problems themselves. These fixes are often not sufficient, but 
they address the common expectation that implementing technology, conducting risk 
assessments and building processes results in security. This is not accurate, as security 
managers well know. For example, security weaknesses that result from inappropriate 
governance, inadequate management, a dysfunctional culture or unready staff cannot 
be fixed with technology. But, the expectation exists, and often results in enterprise 
leadership’s disappointment with the performance of the security program. 


This litany of challenges—rapidly changing risk profiles, lack of a common language, 
risk managed in silos and cultures that do not understand information security—is 
undoubtedly familiar to many enterprises. The Business Model for Information Security 
addresses each.


Intent of the Introduction Guide 
This introduction guide, with case study, is the first document in a series planned around 
the Business Model for Information Security. Based on the white paper “Systemic 
Security Management,” developed by the USC Marshall School of Business Institute 
for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection, this guide provides a starting point 
for discussion and future development. It defines the core concepts that will evolve 
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into practical aids information security and business unit managers can use to align 
security program activities with organizational goals and priorities, effectively manage 
risk, and increase the value of information security program activities to the enterprise. 
The Business Model for Information Security does not replace the many sources of 
security program best practices. It does, however, provide a view of information security 
program activities within the context of the larger enterprise, to integrate the disparate 
security program components into a holistic system of information protection.  


This guide introduces the model and its core concepts to enterprises, particularly to:
• Senior executives
• Information security managers
• Those who have responsibility for managing business risk
•  Individuals who have responsibility for the design, implementation, monitoring and 


improvement of an information security management system


Chapter 2 examines systems theory and the systems thinking principles that underpin the 
model; chapter 3 describes the model itself; chapter 4 looks at next steps; and the appendix 
outlines a case study in which the concepts that are fundamental to the model were used to 
enhance communications between a business unit and the security organization, resulting 
in improved information protection and business unit performance.
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2. Systems Thinking


A system is an organized collection of parts (or subsystems) that are highly integrated 
to accomplish an overall goal. The system has various inputs, which go through certain 
processes to produce certain outputs, which together accomplish the overall desired goal 
for the system.


Systems theory is not a new concept. It dates back to the 1940s when Ludwig von 
Bertalanffy began to connect systems theory with wholeness. According to systems 
theory, a system essentially consists of objects (physical or logical), attributes that 
describe the objects, relationships among the objects and the environment in which 
the system is contained. In extension to the simple description of a system outlined in 
the first paragraph of this chapter, systems theory views the internal processes as more 
complex and, depending on the openness (or lack thereof) of the system, subject to the 
environment for their outputs. 


The essence of systems theory is that a system needs to be viewed holistically—not 
merely as a sum of its parts—to be accurately understood. A holistic approach examines 
the system as a complete functioning unit. Another tenet of systems theory is that one 
part of the system enables understanding of other parts of the system.


“Systems thinking” is now a widely recognized term that refers to the examination of 
how systems interact, how complex systems work and why “the whole is more than the 
sum of its parts.”2


Systems theory is most accurately described as a complex network of events, 
relationships, reactions, consequences, technologies, processes and people that interact in 
often unseen and unexpected ways. Studying the behaviors and results of the interactions 
can assist the manager to better understand the organizational system and the way it 
functions. While management of any discipline within the enterprise can be enhanced 
by approaching it from a systems thinking perspective, its implementation will certainly 
help with managing risk. 


The success the systems approach has achieved in other fields bodes well for the 
benefits it can bring to security. The often dramatic failures of enterprises to adequately 
address security issues in recent years are due, to a significant extent, to their inability 
to define security and present it in a way that is comprehensible and relevant to all 
stakeholders. Utilizing a systems thinking approach to information security management 
will help information security managers address complex and dynamic environments, 
and will generate a beneficial effect on collaboration within the enterprise, adaptation 
to operational change, navigation of strategic uncertainty and tolerance of the impact of 
external factors. 
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Although systems thinking can contribute to these beneficial outcomes, it is important 
to note that the Business Model for Information Security, which is based on systems 
theory, should be treated as part of the strategic plan for the information security 
program, not as a quick-fix solution for a broken program. Systems thinking should be 
seen as a long-term exercise that will ultimately aid the enterprise in achieving business 
goals. In fact, it may help to think of it as a key to organizational maturity. The maturity 
of the information security program is often related to the maturity of the enterprise, 
which is linked to the degree systemic thinking is used in the organization. Systemic 
thinking paves the way for systemic processes.


Business Evolution and Systems Thinking
More than ever, businesses have “gone global” as a result of expanding e-commerce 
capabilities among other issues. They have also increasingly begun to depend on 
third-party vendors for business operations (posing challenges for information security 
departments, which must ensure the protection of valuable customer data and internal 
proprietary information when communicating with other enterprises). It takes complex 
systems to handle these complex opportunities, and information security must keep pace.  


Any security model must recognize and accommodate dynamic relationships both 
internal and external to the business. External relationships, such as those with third-
party vendors, and internal relationships with individual business units contribute to the 
dynamics that shape the culture of the enterprise. 


Many organizational activities relate in some manner to security, assurance or safety. 
Typical departments include risk management, legal, audit, compliance, privacy, 
business continuity, quality control, facilities, human resources, IT security, information 
security and physical security. Their activities tend to be viewed as silos and they are 
typically not connected, have different reporting structures, speak different languages 
and collectively may consume more than a quarter of organizational resources. 
Nevertheless, they are all engaged in activities that have a bearing on, or are related 
to, security. Integration of these activities into a model that makes explicit the 
interrelationships and impacts among related tasks will begin to address the issues of 
overall assurance process integration and more cost-effective security.


Principles of Systems Thinking
As previously stated, systems thinking is about wholeness. Looking at information 
security in pieces (people, process, technology) has not proven to be an effective 
method to manage a security program. Security-related problems are often complex and 
dynamic, yet all models (until now) have been simple and static. Problems have been 
viewed simplistically as straight-line cause and effect, when more complex (and circular) 
forces are generally in play. The Business Model for Information Security avoids this 
pitfall by employing systems thinking principles such as circular thinking, innovation, 
feedback and delay to help create synergy in an enterprise.
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Changing business, threats, and regulatory and technological environments demand 
creativity and planning, not reactivity. Innovation is key to any enterprise seeking 
success:  entering new markets with innovative new products, solutions or improvements 
to proven methods is critical to organizational evolution.


Feedback is an important element in obtaining the greatest benefit from innovation 
efforts. In systems thinking, feedback is a process of sharing observations, concerns and 
suggestions among persons or divisions of the enterprise for the purpose of improving 
both organizational and personal performance. Feedback enhances innovation and—
specifically for security—is important to helping to portray security as a critical element 
of the enterprise as a whole.


Delay is one more concept of systems thinking that must be considered. Delays can be 
described as “interruptions between actions and consequences.”3 Feedback processes contain 
delays in the flow of influence, which make the consequences of actions occur gradually. 
Delays may present unique challenges in that they can lead to instability or breakdown if 
unrecognized, or they may have a positive effect if recognized and addressed.


Constant change calls on an enterprise’s resilience. In the long term, innovation  
may ensure success, but dealing with the immediate upheavals of change requires 
resilience today. 


The Intentional Information Security Culture
A critical piece of the model that differentiates it from many others is the importance 
it places on organizational culture. Creating an intentional security culture is a primary 
objective for the model, as applied to information security. To create this intentional 
culture many things need to be instituted:
•  Awareness campaigns—Campaigns can consist of general information security 


awareness activities and targeted educational sessions for specific audiences. These 
sessions are good opportunities to begin to inform departments of their information 
security responsibilities. The human resources function may be responsible for initial 
awareness training for new employees; that training should incorporate material that 
demonstrates security’s importance to the enterprise. 


•  Cross-functional teams—Risk councils and security steering committees are examples 
of different functional areas working together to improve the enterprise’s overall 
security posture. These are not the only examples:  the human resources function 
is heavily involved in entrance and exit policies, and business owners need to be 
involved with management of their data. The use of cross-functional teams encourages 
communication and collaboration and reduces departmental isolation and duplicated 
efforts—in turn, reducing costs and improving profitability.
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2. Systems Thinking


•  Management commitment—As noted previously, one of the unique attributes of this 
model is its focus on organizational culture. Culture constitutes the reasoning behind the 
method by which things get done. If the senior management team does not genuinely 
support the information security program, it can discourage any other employee’s sense 
of obligation or responsibility to the program. Therefore, it is critical for the enterprise’s 
senior management team—including the board of directors and all executives—to accept 
ownership for information security and genuinely support the program.


The intentional information security culture focuses on the enterprise’s governance 
needs.4 This type of culture has several important characteristics:
•  Alignment of information security and business objectives—The model enables 


and supports business objectives. The information security program aligns with the 
enterprise from the boardroom to end users, and requires information security controls 
to be practical and provide real, measurable risk reduction.


•  A risk-based approach—Frequently, information security controls are implemented 
with little or no assessment of the actual risks and threats to the enterprise, resulting in 
damaging underprotection or wasteful overprotection. Information security managers 
must understand the business—its objectives, operating and regulatory environment, 
potential threats, risk impacts, operational flexibility, and resilience. Only then can they 
select appropriate controls to mitigate risk effectively. 


•  Balance among organization, people, process and technology—Effective risk 
management requires organizational support, competent people, efficient processes and 
selection of appropriate technology. Each element interacts with, impacts and supports 
the other elements, often in complex ways, so it is crucial to achieve a balance among 
these elements. If any one element is deficient, information security is diminished. 


•  Allowance for the convergence of security strategies—To maximize ROI, all 
security functions (information security, physical security, etc.) should be aligned with 
and support each other. Nonaligned security functions are wasteful and hinder the 
identification and mitigation of cross-functional risk.
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3. The Model


The Business Model for Information Security began life as a model for systemic security 
management, created by Dr. Laree Kiely and Terry Benzel at the USC Marshall School 
of Business Institute for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection. In 2008 ISACA 
acquired from the university the rights to develop the model to help embed its concepts 
in information security practices globally.


The model takes a business-oriented approach to managing information security.  
Its holistic and dynamic approach to information security within the context of  
business demonstrates to the enterprise that information security can be both predictive 
and proactive. 


The model can be used regardless of the size of the enterprise or the information security 
framework (if any) the enterprise currently has in place. The model is independent of 
any particular technology or technological changes over time. Likewise, it is applicable 
across industries, geographies, and regulatory and legal systems. It includes not only 
traditional information security but also privacy, linkages to risk, physical security  
and compliance.


Structure of the Model 
As illustrated in figure 1, the model is best viewed as a flexible, three-dimensional, 
pyramid-shaped structure made up of four elements linked together by six dynamic 
interconnections. All aspects of the model interact with each other. If any one part of the 
model is changed, not addressed or managed inappropriately, the equilibrium of the model 
is potentially at risk. The dynamic interconnections act as tensions, exerting a push/pull 
force in reaction to changes in the enterprise, allowing the model to adapt as needed.
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3. The Model


The Elements
The four elements of the model are:
1.  Organization Design and Strategy—An organization is a network of people, assets and 


processes interacting with each other in defined roles and working toward a common goal.  
 
An enterprise’s strategy specifies its business goals and the objectives to be achieved 
as well as the values and missions to be pursued. It is the enterprise’s formula for 
success and sets its basic direction. The strategy should adapt to external and internal 
factors. Resources are the primary material to design the strategy and can be of 
different types (people, equipment, know-how). 
 
Design defines how the organization implements its strategy. Processes, culture and 
architecture are important to determining the design.


2.  People—The people element represents the human resources and the security issues 
that surround them. It defines who implements (through design) each part of the 
strategy. It represents a human collective and must take into account values, behaviors 
and biases.   
 
Internally, it is critical for the information security manager to work with the human 
resources and legal departments to address issues such as: 


 •  Recruitment strategies (access, background checks, interviews, roles and 
responsibilities)


 •  Employment issues (location of office, access to tools and data, training and 
awareness, movement within the enterprise)


 •  Termination (reasons for leaving, timing of exit, roles and responsibilities, access to 
systems, access to other employees)


  Externally, customers, suppliers, media, stakeholders and others can have a strong 
influence on the enterprise and need to be considered within the security posture. 


3.  Process—Process includes formal and informal mechanisms (large and small, simple 
and complex) to get things done and provides a vital link to all of the dynamic 
interconnections. Processes identify, measure, manage and control risk, availability, 
integrity and confidentiality, and they also ensure accountability. They derive from 
the strategy and implement the operational part of the organization element.  
 
To be advantageous to the enterprise, processes must:


 • Meet business requirements and align with policy
 • Consider emergence and be adaptable to changing requirements
 • Be well documented and communicated to appropriate human resources 
 • Be reviewed periodically, once they are in place, to ensure efficiency and effectiveness
4.  Technology—The technology element is composed of all of the tools, applications 


and infrastructure that make processes more efficient. As an evolving element 
that experiences frequent changes, it has its own dynamic risks. Given the typical 
enterprise’s dependence on technology, technology constitutes a core part of the 
enterprise’s infrastructure and a critical component in accomplishing its mission. 
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As noted in chapter 1, technology is often seen by the enterprise’s management team 
as a way to resolve security threats and risks. While technical controls are helpful in 
mitigating some types of risks, technology should not be viewed as an information 
security solution. 
 
Technology is greatly impacted by users and by organizational culture. Some 
individuals still mistrust technology, some have not learned to use it and others feel 
it slows them down. Regardless of the reason, information security managers must be 
aware that many people will try to sidestep technical controls. 


Dynamic Interconnections 
The dynamic interconnections are what link the elements together and exert a 
multidirectional force that pushes and pulls as things change. Actions and behaviors that 
occur in the dynamic interconnections can force the model out of balance or bring it 
back to equilibrium. The six dynamic interconnections are:
1.  Governing—Governing is the steering of the enterprise and demands strategic 


leadership. Governing sets limits within which an enterprise operates and is 
implemented within processes to monitor performance, describe activities and achieve 
compliance while also providing adaptability to emergent conditions.  
 
Governing incorporates ensuring that objectives are determined and defined, 
ascertaining that risks are managed appropriately, and verifying that the enterprise’s 
resources are used responsibly.


2.  Culture—Culture is a pattern of behaviors, beliefs, assumptions, attitudes and 
ways of doing things. It is emergent and learned, and it creates a sense of comfort.5 
Culture evolves as a type of shared history as a group goes through a set of common 
experiences. Those similar experiences cause certain responses, which become a set 
of expected and shared behaviors. These behaviors become unwritten rules, which 
become norms that are shared by all people who have that common history. It is 
important to understand the culture of the enterprise because it profoundly influences 
what information is considered, how it is interpreted and what will be done with it. 
 
Culture may exist on many levels, such as national (legislation/regulation, political 
and traditional), organizational (policies, hierarchical style and expectations) and 
social (family, etiquette). It is created from both external and internal factors, and is 
influenced by and influences organizational patterns.  


3.  Enabling and support—The enabling and support dynamic interconnection connects 
the technology element to the process element. One way to help ensure that people 
comply with technical security measures, policies and procedures is to make processes 
usable and easy. Transparency can help generate acceptance for security controls by 
assuring users that security will not inhibit their ability to work effectively. 
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3. The Model


Many of the actions that affect both technology and processes occur in the enabling 
and support dynamic interconnection. Policies, standards and guidelines must be 
designed to support the needs of the business by reducing or eliminating conflicts 
of interest, remaining flexible to support changing business objectives, and being 
acceptable and easy for people to follow.


4.  Emergence—Emergence—which connotes surfacing, developing, growing and 
evolving—refers to patterns that arise in the life of the enterprise that appear to 
have no obvious cause and whose outcomes seem impossible to predict and control. 
The emergence dynamic interconnection (between people and processes) is a place 
to introduce possible solutions such as feedback loops; alignment with process 
improvement; and consideration of emergent issues in system design life cycle, 
change control, and risk management.


5.  Human factors—The human factors dynamic interconnection represents the 
interaction and gap between technology and people and, as such, is critical to an 
information security program. If people do not understand how to use the technology, 
do not embrace the technology or will not follow pertinent policies, serious security 
problems can evolve. Internal threats such as data leakage, data theft and misuse of 
data can occur within this dynamic interconnection.   
 
Human factors may arise because of age, experience level and/or cultural experiences. 
Because human factors are critical components in maintaining balance within the model, 
it is important to train all of the enterprise’s human resources on pertinent skills.


6.  Architecture—A security architecture is a comprehensive and formal encapsulation 
of the people, processes, policies and technology that comprise an enterprise’s security 
practices. A robust business information architecture is essential to understanding the 
need for security and designing the security architecture. 
 
It is within the architecture dynamic interconnection that the enterprise can ensure 
defense in depth. The design describes how the security controls are positioned and how 
they relate to the overall IT architecture. An enterprise security architecture facilitates 
security capabilities across lines of businesses in a consistent and a cost-effective 
manner and enables enterprises to be proactive with their security investment decisions.


Using the Model
Given the pace of business today, enterprises need to understand the issues at any given 
time and be able to design solutions quickly and effectively. By applying systems 
thinking concepts, the model allows for a life-cycle approach to information security 
management throughout the enterprise. The model focuses on security, but once it is 
fully embraced, it can positively impact other functional processes as well.
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The model will benefit a range of stakeholders by reducing costs, improving 
performance, fostering a better understanding of organizational risks, increasing 
collaboration and reducing duplication of effort. Diligent utilization of the model will 
equip enterprises to deal with current and future issues such as:  
• Regulatory requirements
• Globalization
• Growth and scalability
• Organizational synergies
• Evolving technology 
• Economic markets
• Human resources
• Competition
• Ever-changing threats
• Innovation


Virtually all enterprises have areas the model can help to manage more efficiently. 
Methods espoused in the model—such as creating a culture that intentionally accepts 
information security, providing awareness and training so employees understand 
thoroughly what information security is and how it relates to them, and considering social 
and psychological issues—will help improve any enterprise’s security management.


Use of the model will help managers learn to address the aggregation of risks generated 
by the combination and interrelation of events and dynamic dimensions, rather than by 
cause-and-effect patterns. As a result, they can utilize the model to create tools that help 
people define systemic processes to better manage risk within the enterprise.


Some background work needs to be done before use of the model begins, to ensure 
that it has every opportunity to produce full benefits. From an organizational strategy 
and design perspective, it is critical for the security manager to acquire the senior 
management team’s buy-in into the program. This will help with both cultural issues 
and process. Instilling proper governance perspectives will help ensure alignment of 
the security program with the enterprise’s goals. This can lead to balance, by enabling 
a view of security from a business perspective and a view of business from a security 
perspective. It will also reiterate the importance of business managers understanding 
security as an organizational initiative instead of a technology initiative.
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4. What’s Next


This introduction to the Business Model for Information Security captures the core 
elements of the Systemic Security Management Model developed by the USC Marshall 
School of Business Institute for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection. No new 
research or development of ideas is included in this document. ISACA’s intent is for 
this introductory document to serve as a starting point for development of research 
reports, publications and seminars—activities being led by the members ISACA’s 
Security Management Committee, which develops and manages the security program 
strategy supporting ISACA members. The committee members are being aided by an 
international committee of information security subject experts, who are responsible for 
the evolution of the model and for the production of materials related to it.


The Business Model for Information Security presents a systemic view of how an 
information security program operates. It captures the dynamic interconnections—the 
forces that exert the greatest influence on information security programs and, to a great 
extent, determine the ability of programs to achieve their goals. The model can be used 
to predict how a change in technology, process, organization or human resources is 
impacted by culture, human factors or the other dynamic interconnections. 


Many organizations already rely on standards and frameworks to define how information 
security is implemented within the enterprise. Many use CobIT as a guide for 
implementing an internal control system to link IT with business goals and for measuring 
success against performance metrics and maturity models. Enterprises often use standards 
provided by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and other bodies 
supporting specific information security requirements, to further define CobIT’s processes 
for information security program management and information protection. The Business 
Model for Information Security integrates frameworks and standards for information 
security, defining the boundaries of an information security program and how the program 
functions. Existing frameworks and standards do not adequately address organizational 
culture or human factors, or provide for the unexpected (as the model does through the 
concept of emergence). Areas that are essential for the success of an information security 
program but that are not currently defined in frameworks and standards will be developed 
as part of the evolution of the Business Model for Information Security. To carry out this 
development, ISACA will reach out to academics, subject matter experts and practitioners 
on a global basis. The resulting model will provide practical aid to members of the global 
information security community to help in integrating information security program 
activities and business strategies.


An in-depth explanation of the Business Model for Information Security, examining 
the model and systems thinking in relation to information security programs, will be 
released in 2009.  Additional research reports will be developed exploring the dynamic 
interconnections and their impact on information security program performance. Work 
is also expected to begin on a report that addresses systems thinking, the model and 
information risk as components of enterprise risk management.
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Appendix—Case Study


Abstract
One of the greatest challenges in information security is aligning the goals of the 
security staff with the business objectives and corporate goals of the enterprise. Often, 
the tasks of the security team are spent on reactive and tactical activities such as 
remediation of operational vulnerabilities rather than enhancing the corporate strategy. 
This disconnect between information security operations and strategic business 
objectives results in pressure to control security spending while risks, incidents and 
losses continue escalating to unsustainable levels. However, when aligned with the 
business objectives of an enterprise, information security can provide an intentional 
and powerful ally and source for competitive advantage, creating support for additional 
expenditures for this function.


Background
In early 2005, the sales division of a Fortune 50 company was experiencing significantly 
declining sales. While the sales division believed it was due to increased market 
competition and pricing pressures from their customers, the security group believed that 
lack of proper security procedures was contributing to the decline. As specific factors 
in the decline, they named the loss of proprietary data by traveling sales personnel, 
vulnerable network security systems and procedures, and a refusal by the sales force to 
adhere to corporate security guidelines and policies. There was a fundamental lack of 
alignment between the security function and the line sales force with regard to people, 
processes, organization and technology, and it was inhibiting the ability of the company 
to meet its sales and corporate goals.  


During this time, the company decided to enhance the role of the chief security officer 
(CSO) to accommodate the changing demands of its customers and the global security 
challenges facing the enterprise. Around the same time, the global head of sales was 
replaced and a new executive with a broader perspective of the company’s challenges 
was promoted from within to take over the sales function. The CSO knew that there 
were significant issues within the sales group but had not been able to initiate any 
change due to its past leadership and culture. As part of the process for improving the 
security of critical sales and marketing information within the corporation, the new 
head of sales and the CSO jointly agreed to sponsor the implementation of the Business 
Model for Information Security.


The challenge would be to effectively instill an intentional security culture within a sales 
organization that did not view security as necessary to their jobs.  


Process
It was imperative that all executives from both groups understood the value of aligning 
security with the business objectives of the enterprise. After the leaders of the sales 
and security organizations agreed on the value to their departments of such alignment, 
they established a strategy council consisting of members from the security, sales and 
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marketing teams. The strategy council was charged with drafting a description of the 
future state and a statement of principles.


Interviews with members of the sales and security groups were conducted over several 
weeks. The information collected from these interviews was used to create a document 
that described how security could look and operate across the sales group in the  
future. The intent of the document was to create a common vision of how to achieve  
the goals of maintaining secure business information while ensuring a flexible and  
dynamic sales process.  


The statement of principles outlined the critical security principles for guiding decision 
making and helping set security priorities in the future. The council established how 
to define security-related technology that should be utilized by the business to better 
protect critical information and maintain a safe and secure workplace. It also described 
security processes/protocol that would increase the security of critical information while 
supporting business processes. The council outlined what a high level of commitment to 
the security process among employees would look like and how it would be achieved. 
Finally, the council identified how enterprise leadership would create an intentional 
security culture that recognizes security as a competitive advantage. In short, the goal 
was to create a mind shift within the sales organization with regard to technology, 
process, people and organization—a shift from a functional security culture to an 
intentional security culture (figure 2).
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Figure 2—Shifting From Functional to Intentional Security Culture


From To


Move Technology


•  Unsure about the level of security the technology 
provides


•  Seeing security-related technology as disruptive 
and cumbersome to use


•  Technology used is based on an assessment of 
the risk.


•  Seeing new security technology as a means to 
enhance the sales process


Move Process


•  Security brought in when there is a suspected 
breach


• Security maintains expert knowledge.


•  Security involvement in the earliest planning 
phases of campaigns


•  Security shares its knowledge and expertise, 
developing broader security awareness across 
the enterprise.


Move People


• Security as an entity that enforces compliance
• Security as a functional expert


•  Security as a partner that creates awareness and 
commitment


•  Security as a partner that transfers security 
knowledge and expertise to its sales customers


Move Enterprise


• Limited visibility or awareness of security issues
• Security structure focused on technical expertise


• Receiving regular updates about potential risk
•  Security structure supports processes of its 


customers.
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The workshops that were used to help create this cultural shift dealt with:
• Improving the partnership between security and sales 
 – Creating an annual “state of risk” address
 – Designing a security structure that would support the sales process
• Defining and coordinating sales campaigns and key events for coming year
 – Highest-risk campaigns and events jointly defined
• Conducting a risk assessment
 –  Intelligence sources included information from: 


. In-country employees


. Nonintelligence forces
 –  Security plan for sales campaign 


. Appropriate people, processes and technology defined for each
 –  Focused on keeping information secure, using appropriate technology, heightening 


awareness, ensuring processes and protecting personnel
• Security support of sales campaign
 – Security orientation training available for sales campaign members
 – Executing security strategy
 – Partnering to address security issues identified during campaign
 – Transfer of security knowledge and campaign to sales
• Post-campaign assessment
 – Security effectiveness assessed
 – Lessons learned from the campaign shared with security and sales


Conclusion
There were many outcomes of the model’s implementation that created an alignment of 
security’s and the sales organization’s goals for the enterprise. One finding of the workshops 
was that many in the sales organization were not sure which mechanism was the best to use to 
keep information secure. Today, sales personnel can use the intranet to access a recommended 
protocol based on the region and country where business is being conducted. Further, within 
each sales campaign where security is partnering with sales, the risk assessment will help 
identify the technology protocol appropriate for the specific campaign.


Security’s familiarity with the sales process has enhanced its ability to identify the 
latest technologies that might be useful to sales personnel out in the field. On a 
regular basis, security assesses new technology and makes specific recommendations 
to the sales directors about security enhancements during sales campaigns. In 2006, 
recommendations from the security organization helped improve the level of security 
during conference calls. Similarly, in partnership with the sales organization, the security 
group tested the security of international cell phones.


Being able to enjoy the convenience of a cell phone while not worrying about being 
monitored by outsiders was identified as a means to enhance the sales process. In 
working with vendors and assessing new controls, the security organization keeps in 
mind the transparency principle:  the new control must be no more difficult to use 
than the one it is replacing. For example, making and answering phone calls from 
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an encrypted international cell phone must not be more difficult than calling from a 
standard cell phone. The reason:  more secure methods simply will not be used if they 
prove to be more cumbersome than commonly used methods already in place. To the 
greatest extent possible, the enhanced security features must be transparent to the user.


Through its risk assessments, security also helps its customers make decisions on the 
speed and expense of adopting new security mechanisms. In 2006, there were instances 
of security advising for and against purchasing new technology based on the level of 
threat, vulnerability and potential impact identified by the risk assessment. The sales 
organization now seeks assistance from security as soon as a sales campaign opportunity 
has been defined.


There is widespread recognition that coming to security after there has been a suspected 
security breach is too late; planning and preparation are critical. Today, sales and 
security work together in the earliest stages of sales campaigns to assess risk and jointly 
define appropriate actions. 


As a means to transfer learning across the security organization and to its customers, a 
formal process for reviewing security effectiveness on selected campaigns was initiated. 
These security assessments were patterned after the reviews sometimes completed by the 
sales teams at the end of their campaigns. Whenever a customer identifies a successful 
example of security effectiveness, the security personnel involved are asked to present 
the example and explain what was learned. This has helped to create more awareness of 
security successes in addition to learning from security breaches.


These examples of successful and not-so-successful security activities are considered 
for more detailed case study analysis. These case studies include background 
information, the nature of the success or breach, an analysis of what was learned, and 
recommendations for the future. Case studies are shared across the security organization 
and with appropriate customers.


By 2007, the risk assessment model introduced by security had become part of the 
vocabulary of sales directors and managers. During a campaign, sales directors will 
often refer to the risk assessment model and ask questions about the nature of a threat, 
the extent to which the enterprise is vulnerable or the degree of likely impact. The 
widespread use of this language indicates how ingrained the risk assessment model has 
become. The reason for this acceptance is the consistency with which the risk assessment 
process is used by security personnel and their ability to engage their customers in 
assessing risk and providing meaningful recommendations.


Regional security managers make it a priority to connect regularly with the sales 
director working on campaigns in their territory to learn about the inner workings of the 
campaign and the potential security issues that could emerge during its course. Today, 
each regional sales director has a direct contact point with the security organization. This 
contact is located where the majority of the sales team he/she supports resides, enabling 
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easy, direct, face-to-face contact. The contact is someone the sales director knows, who 
regularly attends and contributes to the sales staff meetings, and who has added value to 
critical sales campaigns by helping assess risk and jointly develop security plans. 


For the sales directors, their security contact is a member of the sales team and an 
important contributor to the planning and execution of key sales campaigns. Sales 
managers report that the security expertise brought to their team during campaigns has 
given them more confidence that the competition is “not capturing our information and 
using it against us.”


Security believes that an important part of its role today is to transfer knowledge to its 
clients in the sales organization about how to maintain secure information and protect 
team members operating in foreign countries. While this practice of “training the trainer” 
is fairly new, it has already begun to pay significant dividends in heightening the sales 
personnel’s awareness of security-related issues.  


In regions where a strong relationship exists between sales personnel and security, there 
has been a solid transfer of basic knowledge and awareness. In these areas, employees 
have been educated on and held accountable to a heightened awareness of how 
information is leaked and the appropriate protocol to follow to prevent it. Already there 
is considerable anecdotal information to suggest that the teams in which these practices 
are in place have fewer security incidents. Some of the specific practices include:
•  Conducting a risk assessment and determining where expertise from the security 


organization is of the most value 
•  Finding and utilizing information posted by the security organization on the company 


intranet site 
•  Using security orientations for members new to the country and/or sales campaign 


(These orientation sessions were originally developed by security, with input from 
sales. The information in the orientation sessions is customized to be relevant to the 
country where the campaign is occurring.)


•  Being aware of travel information containing the perspectives of in-country field 
representatives


•  Using a technology kit, which consists of the appropriate technologies to be used 
during the campaign, such as encrypted handheld devices, appropriate user manuals, 
and disposable cell phones


Starting in 2006, the security organization began tracking security incidents and reported 
suspicious activities. Security reviews the information, looks for patterns and regularly 
shares the findings with sales. An unanticipated outcome of this information sharing 
has been the creation of a heightened sense of awareness. Today, many incidents are 
disclosed that were unreported in the past or were seen as stolen property issues rather 
than as possible losses of corporate sensitive information. 


Having a clearer picture of security incidents has helped security and sales better define 
ways to prevent future occurrences. Security awareness across the sales organization 
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has been heightened and greater information sharing can be seen at all levels, starting 
with the yearly security briefing the CSO gives to the sales organization during its 
annual meeting. In this briefing, sometimes referred to as the “state of risk” address, 
the CSO describes instances where information, property or personal safety has been 
compromised during the previous year and explains what can be learned from the 
incidents. The presentation also describes emerging risks, based on security intelligence, 
and offers high-level recommendations to mitigate those risks. The information gained 
from the briefing is summarized, packaged and made available to members of the sales 
executive team to roll out to the entire sales organization.


In 2006, the company experienced record sales, reversing several years of decline, and 
its stock price soared by more than 25 percent.
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Other Publications


Many publications issued by the IT Governance Institute® (ITGI™) and ISACA contain 
detailed assessment questionnaires and work programs. For further information, please 
visit www.isaca.org/bookstore or e-mail bookstore@isaca.org.


Security
• Cybercrime:  Incident Response and Digital Forensics, 2005
•  Information Security Governance: Guidance for Boards of Directors and Executive 


Management, 2nd Edition, 2006
•  Information Security Governance: Guidance for Information Security Managers, 2008
• Information Security Harmonisation—Classification of Global Guidance, 2005
• Managing Enterprise Information Integrity:  Security, Control and Audit Issues, 2004
• Security Awareness:  Best Practices to Serve Your Enterprise, 2005
• Stepping Through the InfoSec Program, 2007


Assurance
• ITAFTM:  A Professional Practices Framework for IT Assurance, 2008
• Stepping Through the IS Audit, 2nd Edition, 2004


ERP Series:
•  Security, Audit and Control Features Oracle® E-Business Suite:  A Technical and Risk 


Management Reference Guide, 2nd Edition, 2006
•  Security, Audit and Control Features PeopleSoft®:  A Technical and Risk Management 


Reference Guide, 2nd Edition, 2006
•  Security, Audit and Control Features SAP®R/3®:  A Technical and Risk Management 


Reference Guide, 2nd Edition, 2005


Specific Environments:
• Electronic and Digital Signatures:  A Global Status Report, 2002
•  Enterprise Identity Management:  Managing Secure and Controllable Access in the 


Extended Enterprise Environment, 2004
• Linux:  Security, Audit and Control Features, 2005
•  Managing Risk in the Wireless LAN Environment:  Security, Audit and Control Issues, 2005
• Oracle® Database Security, Audit and Control Features, 2004
• OS/390—z/OS: Security, Control and Audit Features, 2003
•  Risks of Customer Relationship Management:  A Security, Control and Audit Approach, 2003
• Security Provisioning:  Managing Access in Extended Enterprises, 2002
• Virtual Private Network—New Issues for Network Security, 2001


IT Governance
• Board Briefing on IT Governance, 2nd Edition, 2003
• Identifying and Aligning Business Goals and IT Goals, 2008
• IT Governance Global Status Report—2008
• Understanding How Business Goals Drive IT Goals, 2008
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CobiT and Related Publications
• CobIT® 4.1, 2007
•  CobiT® Control Practices:  Guidance to Achieve Control Objectives for Successful IT 


Governance, 2nd Edition, 2007
• CobiT® QuickstartTM, 2nd Edition, 2007
• CobiT® Security BaselineTM, 2nd Edition, 2007
• IT Assurance Guide:  Using CobiT®, 2007
•  IT Control Objectives for Basel II:  The Importance of Governance and Risk 


Management for Compliance, 2007
•  IT Control Objectives for Sarbanes-Oxley:  The Role of IT in the Design and 


Implementation of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, 2nd Edition, 2006
•  IT Governance Implementation Guide:  Using CobiT® and Val IT™, 2nd Edition, 2007
• IT Governance and Process Maturity, 2008
• Unlocking Value:  An Executive Primer on the Critical Role of IT Governance, 2008


CobiT Mapping Series:
• Aligning CobiT® 4.1, ITIL® V3 and ISO/IEC 27002 for Business Benefit, 2008
•  CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of CMMI® for Development V1.2 With CobiT® 4.0, 2007
•  CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of ISO/IEC 17799:2000 With CobiT® 4.0, 2nd Edition, 2006
• CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of ISO/IEC 17799:2005 With CobiT® 4.0, 2006
• CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of ITIL V3 With CobiT® 4.1, 2008
• CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of NIST SP800-53 With CobiT® 4.1, 2007
• CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of PMBOK With CobiT® 4.0, 2006
• CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of PRINCE2 With CobiT® 4.0, 2007
• CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of SEI’s CMM for Software With CobiT® 4.0, 2006
• CobiT® Mapping:  Mapping of TOGAF 8.1 With CobiT® 4.0, 2007
• CobiT® Mapping:  Overview of International IT Guidance, 2nd Edition, 2006


IT Governance Domain Practices and Competencies:
• Governance of Outsourcing, 2005
• Information Risks:  Whose Business Are They?, 2005
• IT Alignment:  Who Is in Charge?, 2005
• Measuring and Demonstrating the Value of IT, 2005
• Optimising Value Creation From IT Investments, 2005


Val IT:
•  Enterprise Value:  Governance of IT Investments, Getting Started With Value 


Management, 2008
• Enterprise Value:  Governance of IT Investments, The Business Case, 2006
• Enterprise Value:  Governance of IT Investments, The Val IT Framework 2.0, 2008
•  Enterprise Value:  Governance of IT Investments, The Val IT Framework 2.0 Extract, 2008
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